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Directions (1-5): Study the information and answer the following questions: 
In a certain code language  
"fresh mind happy life " is coded as " H#14  M@17  K#33  U@17 "  
"kashi city of temple" is  coded as " S#20  G@28  L@21  O@25"  
"Sarnath belongs to varanasi" is coded as"G#27  T#21  G@35  H@31"  
"One airport in banaras " is coded as "M#20  I#21  R@23  Z#21 " 
 
Q1.What is the code for ‘Excellence’ in the given code language? 
(a) X@10 
(b) X#10 
(c) E@10 
(d) E#10 
(e)None of these 
 
Q2.What is the code for ‘University' in the given code language? 
(a) G#46 
(b) T@46 
(c) N@46 
(d) G@46 
(e)None of these 
 
Q3.What may be the possible code for ‘One army ’ in the given code language? 
(a) M#20  M@26 
(b) M#20  T@26 
(c) N@26  M#20 
(d) M#20  N@26 
(e)None of these 
 
Q4.What may be the possible code for ‘Veracity’ in the given code language? 
(a) T@47 
(b) G@47 
(c) E@47 
(d) G#47 
(e)None of these 
 
Q5.What is the code for ‘Ghats in Kashi' in the given code language? 
(a)  R@21  T#20  G#26 
(b)  G#26  R@23  S#20 
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(c)  G@26  S#20  R@21 
(d)  G@26  S#20  R#21 
(e)None of these 
 
Directions (6-10): Study the information and answer the following questions: 
In a certain code language  
"hill mountain care good" is coded as " V3B  W7F  O8G  M13L " 
"green environment  is healthy" is coded as " B8G  H9H  G5D  M7F " 
"warm winter type season" is coded as " N23V  I23V  M19R  V20S   " 
"fast food need today" is coded as " G6E W6E  W14M  B20S" 
 
Q6. What is the code for ‘Management'? 
(a)  O12G 
(b) K19R 
(c)  L13G  
(d) G13L  
(e) M13T 
 
Q7. If the code for "Winter Night  " is   "I23V  G14M "  then what is the code for  "fast night 
sleep"? 
(a)  G14M E6G  R19K 
(b) G14M M14G K19R 
(c) G14M  G6E  K19R 
(d) G14M I23U K19R 
(e) None of these 
 
Q8. Which may be the possible code for" Scholarship"? 
(a) K19R 
(b) R19K 
(c)  K20R  
(d)  K20S 
(e)  R20K 
 
Q9. What is the code for 'Effective green Nature'? 
(a)  M14V  V5D  M7E 
(b) V5D  V14M  M7F  
(c)  V5D  V14O  M7E 
(d)  V5D  V14M  E7M 
(e)  V5E  V14M  M7E 
 
Q10. What is the code for "Ticket Reservation"? 
(a) M18R  G20S 
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(b) M18Q  S30G 
(c) M18Q  S20G   
(d)G20S  M18Q    
(e) M18R  S20G 
 
 
Solutions(1-5): 
 
These are the latest pattern of coding-decoding questions. In these questions we are 
applying following concept:- 

 

 
 
 
S1. Ans.(a) 
Sol.  X@10 
 
S2. Ans.(d) 
Sol. G@46 
 
S3. Ans.(d) 
Sol. M#20  N@26   
 
S4. Ans.(b) 
Sol. G@47 
 
S5. Ans.(b) 
 
Sol. G#26  R@21  S#20 
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